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“Nature is pleased with simplicity. And nature is no dummy.” 
Isaac Newton



Spring has arrived and it is time to shake off those
Winter Blues!

All of a sudden, winter and snowy nights are a distant memory. The air is fresh 
and warm – spring is here! That means time for fun in the beautiful, diverse 
landscape of the Blue Mountains. The 8.43 million people who visited this 
area last year can’t be wrong? Did you know it was voted as the most popular 
National Park in NSW? 

September to November is the perfect time to cast off the mood of hibernation 
and get back into the great outdoors. It’s too early for a dip in the ocean (brr!) 
so why not head to Sydney’s majestic Blue Mountains for a weekend of square 
dancing? Or better still make it a long weekend of square dancing in October 
2022!

Our theme is Puttin’ on the Ritz  so you can dazzle us with your 1920’s style.  
Downton Abbey or the Great Gatsby may fill you with creativity and inspiration.  
So join the fun as we relive the glamour of the 1920’s when the Blue Mountains 
became one of Australia’s first tourist destination. 
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What’s Happening

Welcome to Let’s Go Dancing! 

“I think we have to just keep reminding people to look for the positives and things like 
talking about spring and the weather, making sure they are getting out and doing that 
exercise they are permitted to do, and maintaining that social connection.
“... There will be light at the end of the tunnel, and we learn to adapt and it’s not all bad 
if we choose to look harder for the good and positive things happening.” -Ms Robinson 
from Lifeline.
What great advice! We do have so many things that are positive in our lives. 

Do you understand the phase levels in round dancing? This month we have an article 
from ARDA on page nine that explains what it means. Daniele has provided some more 
“Food for Thought” on page eight. Round Dance Corner on page eleven provides lots 
of resources to discover more about the rhythm of ‘Two Step’. Arthur & Juliana have 
provided some humour to make us chuckle and Eileen has a quiz to remind us of Plus 
moves.  Back to 2015 and I discovered two articles to re-share with readers. One about 
Ron Burrett and the other about Promotions which make for interesting reading. Pictures 
on the front cover are courtesy of Lynn Yager  as she discovered the beauty of her area.

Articles, pictures and news are always appreciated to put a smile on everyone’s face and 
make the world a happier place. Now, find a comfortable chair, a cool drink, sit back 
and enjoy reading the October issue of Let’s Go Dancing. Till next time.

Ros

What is Zoom?
Zoom is a cloud-based video communications platform that allows you to set up 
virtual video and audio conferencing, webinars, live chats, screen-sharing, and other 
collaborative capabilities.
You don’t need an account to attend a Zoom meeting, and the platform is compatible 
with Mac, Windows, Linux, iOS, and Android, meaning nearly anyone can access it. It 
enables you to virtually interact with friends or colleagues when in-person meetings or 
social events aren't possible.

SARDA NSW have purchased an annual subscription and can organise your next virtual 
club get together. All you have to do is contact me and we can schedule a time for your 
group.

Ros
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Square & Round Dance Association of NSW Inc.

2020 Committee
 
 President:  David Todd 0411 888515 presidentsarda@gmail.com

 Vice President: Frances Hickson   johnfran53@hotmail.com

 Vice President: Helen Hodalj   helen_hodalj@yahoo.com

 Secretary  Rosalind Todd 02 4753 6382 secretarysarda@gmail.com  
 Address for Correspondence: PO Box 229 Blaxland NSW 2774

 Treasurer  David Calvert 0421 950 084 dgtcalvert@gmail.com

 M’ship Secretary Barbara Doust 02 96026377 owendoust6@gmail.com

 Publicity Officer Rosalind Todd 

 Dancer Rep Lynda Cafe

 Dancer Rep Wendy Alexander

 Editor  Rosalind Todd 02 4753 6382 jarodd@bigpond.net.au

 M’zine Distribution Daniele Kimpton 0404 292 578 danielekimpton@aapt.net.au

 Public Officer Owen Doust 02 96026377 owendoust6@gmail.com

 Database  Owen Doust 02 96026377 owendoust6@gmail.com

Other Positions

https://www.facebook.com/NSWSquareDancing/

National Associations

 ARDA Rep Helen Hodalj   helen_hodalj@yahoo.com

 Australian Callers Federation
 NSW Coordinator Frances Hickson   johnfran53@hotmail.com
 ACF Treasurer Gary Carpenter   gazacarpenter@gmail.com
 Board Member Chris Froggatt   

 National Square Dance Society
 Public Relations Pauline Hansford 02 96244396
 Vice President Rosalind Todd 02 4753 6382 jarodd@bigpond.net.au

“Dance is your pulse, your heartbeat, your breathing. It’s the rhythm of your life. It’s 
the expression in time and movement, in happiness, joy, sadness and envy.” 

– Jaques D’Ambroise
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NSW President’s Report

Experts believe that social connectedness in the world  after the pandemic 
may well play a protective role for mental health and well being. This could provide 
square dancing with a point of difference to encourage new dancers to give square 
dancing a try. After all it is the perfect activity to provide social connectedness, as well 
as physical and cognitive activity. What do you think? 

At this point in time it is difficult to know when square dancing will return and whether 
the government or venues will mandate vaccinations. Round dancing with a partner, 
from the same household or those who are double vaccinated, will obviously return 
sooner as couples can socially distance from each other. 

Just a reminder that the Association has purchased an annual subscription to the Zoom 
platform. This is available to any club who wishes to utilise the platform to keep in touch 
with their fellow dancers. Contact our secretary so your group can be scheduled into the 
calendar. Contact details for the secretary are on the page opposite. 

Planning is still going ahead for the 42nd NSW Square and Round Dance Convention 
on 30th September to 2nd October 2022 at Wentworth Falls in the Blue Mountains. 
Mark the date in your diary it is the long weekend in October and planning is underway 
for a mystery tour on the Monday.  Stay safe and follow the government guidelines so 
that we can get back to dancing.

David 
David Todd

Are you 
a winner?

New NSW numbers in this 
issue.

Check carefully!
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Club News 

CARPENTER & CO.
Caller: Gary Carpenter
Hi All.  I’ve been pleased to see some of the other States back dancing, hopefully we will 
get there one day, maybe not this year but looking forward to being back on the dance 
floor for the National in Goulburn next year.
We’ve had a couple of Zoom get togethers over the last month with more and more 
members joining in the fun of trivia, Bingo and just a chat.
Birthdays for September were Tom Liddle, Robyn Northwood, Audrey Dean and John 
Carpenter.  Happy birthday to you all and hope you have a wonderful day.

Quote:  “Nothing is impossible, the word itself is I’m possible.”

KNEE DEEP SQUARES
Chris & Linda Froggatt
Another month of lock down rolls on and we are happy to be keeping in touch via 
Zoom, Facebook  and phone.  Everyone is looking forward to getting back on the 
dance floor in the not too distant future and the first step will be club picnics as soon as 
we get the “all clear”. Naturally we will need to update our Covid safe practices and 
we will keep everyone informed of what this means. In the meantime people have been 
enjoying chatting to one another and participating in quizzes via zoom on a regular 
basis.  It was great to have Brenda & Howard Cockburn and Tedda Brooks join us 
recently in a session and some of us have enjoyed joining in with their zoom nights.  It 
was great catching up with Martin & Jeanette, Christine & Ross stuck in Queensland due 
to the border closures, although they didn’t seem to mind being “stuck” as they have 
been dancing and enjoying  the “paradise” of freedom.
Get well wishes to Barbara G. and Bev and our sincere condolences to Lyn on the loss 
of her husband Kerry.  Happy birthday wishes to Ian, Carmel, Liz, Marina, Lois and 
Carolyn.
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TOP CATS - SUTHERLAND SHIRE
SYDNEY, NSW

ROUND DANCE CLASSES RESUME
** OCTOBER 2021 **

MONDAY NIGHTS
6.15pm Basics - Learners

8pm Intermediate - Learners

TUESDAY NIGHTS
6.15pm - Rotating Rhythm Class - Learners

8pm Intermediate Workshop

FRIDAY NIGHTS
6.50pm Phase 3 & 4 Dancing
7.30pm Phase 2/3/4 Dancing

PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED

As a condition of entry, dancers must be 
fully vaccinated against COVID-19

RSVP: 0415 222 150 or 
shiredancelessons@gmail.com
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Club News 

PANTHER SQUARES
Caller: Maree Huffadine
Australian’s are showing that now they have been given the opportunity to get vaccinated 
in greater numbers we are pulling together for the greater good.  Hopefully this will 
result in a brighter and safer time ahead which will enable us to step onto the dance 
floor sooner than we dreamed of.
It’s been wonderful to hear that we are continuing to keep in touch with our dancing 
colleagues over these difficult times.  Some of the Panther dancers have been able to 
join a weekly Zoom meeting held by David and Rosalind Todd.  We have heard many 
stories over these weeks and have come to know our friends in ways that is not always 
possible during our short time together at weekly dances. 
We even learned that two of our dancers Robert and Barbara appeared on the Seven 
Sunrise Morning show last month to talk about their time in lock down but they didn’t let 
this momentous opportunity slip by without giving a plug for Square Dancing.   
Birthday greetings to Sandra Kreckler, David and Rosalind Todd.
Looking forward to seeing you all back on the dance floor when it is safe to do so.

SUMMERLAND LARRIKINS & NORTHERN WAVES

Caller: Frances Hickson

Still no dancing, lockdowns are becoming more common in our area. We are no sooner 
out of lockdown, then another one pops up. Happy Birthday Del, Denise, Brian.

MOUNTAIN DEVILS
Caller: David Todd
Lock downs continue for Greater Sydney so we continue our weekly Zoom sessions. 
For Fathers Day we talked about unusual gifts that our male counterparts had received. 
Some were about the ‘giving of time’ and quite a few had to do with cars. We have had 
a Fabulous Friday where we celebrated those  individuals who have made a difference to 
our lives. Next we enjoyed “All things Blue”. Whilst it is not the same as seeing everyone 
on the dance floor it does give us the opportunity to share our week with others. Those 
individuals who have been double vaccinated are beginning to enjoy greater freedom 
and so we can look forward to the light at the end of the tunnel. 
Did you catch the Sunrise morning show a few weeks back? Robert and Barbara 
highlighted square dancing in a segment called, “Lockdown Love”.
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NSW Lucky Membership Draw 

Metro: 3941 Postal No club listed
Country:  201354 Summerland Larrikins

Previous winners
Wal Kelly Kneedeep Squares
Coral  Gromek  Guys & Dolls

Winners please contact Barbara Doust on (02) 9602 6377 
or write to: 12 St Pauls Crescent, Liverpool NSW 2170

Club News 

TOP CATS SQUARE & ROUND DANCE CLUB
Caller/Cuer: Brett Gill
Howdy there! It is somewhat surreal when you look at our year to date & the promise 
of freedom / return to normality as we chug along towards Christmas & into a brand 
new year. It is timely to remind one another that we have ALMOST made it through our 
2nd very lengthy lock down in 2 years. For some, it has been a time of reflection, others 
great joy & sadly for some, grief & loss of loved ones. Our sincere condolences go out 
to Lyn for your loss & to others who have requested privacy as they come to terms with 
their losses. A number of dancers have been unwell during the current lock down & we 
are overjoyed knowing that the bulk have pulled through with flying colours thanks to 
the support of family & friends (on & off the dance floor). Big congratulations go out to 
first time & repeat grandparents (you know who you are) - I think all except one are yet 
to physically meet the new addition to the family - Here's to the magical moments that 
lie ahead when the time comes to reunite & celebrate. Congratulations to Fay for her 
special birthday in September. A big happy birthday shout out to all those celebrating 
in September & October (Including 2 very special people, Wendy & Alan). In terms of 
dancing updates - We have been given the green light to resume round dance classes 
as soon as NSW reaches the golden 70% double douse vaccination milestone. Square 
dancing unfortunately will continue to be in recess until the Government reduces the 
4 square metre rule to 2 square metres. We will hold 5 Round Dance sessions weekly, 
catering for those who wish to learn through Intermediate & Advanced dancing. In line 
with Government rules & that of our venue, those wishing to attend dancing must have 
received 2 doses of a COVID vaccine. We are pumped & can't wait to see everyone 
again soon - Until then, stay safe, happy, optimistic & healthy. See you next month!
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Food for Thought

Ponder on these imponderables
1. If you take an Oriental person and spin him around several times, does he become 
disoriented?
2. If people from Poland are called Polls, why aren’t people from Holland called Holles? 
3. Do infants enjoy infancy as much as adults enjoy adultery?
4. If a pig looses its voice, is it disgruntled?
5. If love is blind, why is lingerie so popular?
6. Why is the man who invests all your money called a broker?
7. When cheese gets its picture taken, what does it say?
8. Why is a person who plays the piano called a pianist but a person who drives a racing 
car not called a racist?
9. Why are a wise man and a wise guy opposites?
10. Why do overlook and oversee mean opposite things?
11. Why isn’t the number 11 pronounced onety one?
12. ‘I am’ is reportedly the shortest sentence in the English language. Could it be that ‘I 
do’ is the longest sentence?
13. If lawyers are disbarred and clergymen are defrocked, doesn’t it follow that 
electricians can be delighted, musicians denoted, cowboys deranged, models deposed, 
tree surgeons debarked and dry cleaners depressed?
14. What colour hair do they put on the drivers’ licenses of bald men?
15. I thought about how mothers feed their babies with tiny little spoons and forks so I 
wondered what Chinese mothers use? Toothpicks?
16. Why do they put pictures of criminals up in the post office? What are we supposed 
to do, write to them? Why don’t they just put their pictures on the postage stamps so the 
postmen can look at them while they deliver the mail?
17. You never really learn to swear until you learn to drive.
18. No one never says ‘It’s only a game ‘ when their team is winning.
19. Ever wonder about those people who spend $1.50 on those little bottles of Evian 
water? Try spelling Evian backwards: NAIVE
20. Isn’t making a smoking section in a restaurant like making a peeing section in a 
swimming pool?
21. If 4 out of 5 people suffer from diarrhoea, does that mean that one enjoys it?

“You dance love, and you dance joy, and you dance dreams”
Gene Kelly
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‘ARDA stands committed to the ongoing education and support of its members, 
 all round dancers and the future of round dancing.’ 

 
We have often been asked what does this “Phase II (III, IV etc)” mean?   What does 

“unphased” mean?  Basically, the term ‘Phase’ refers to the rating system used by the Round Dance 
community to help understand the difficulty or level of a movement, action or entire piece of chore-
ography (dance). 

 
“Unphased” therefore means that the action or movement has not yet been officially de-

fined by ROUNDALAB.  While the description of the action or movement is described on the dance 
cuesheet it would not appear in the ROUNDALAB Phase manuals.  Usually an “unphased” move-
ment will be a variation of an already defined movement and if the choreographer is doing their 
craft justice, the complexity of the unphased movement will not be any harder than the phase level 
of the rest of the dance.  Once the unphased movement appears in a total of five dances written by at 
least three Choreographers, an application can be made to ROUNDALAB to define the movement.  

 
 The Phase Rating System has been developed by ROUNDALAB – The International 

Association of Round Dance Teachers.  Below is the explanation direct from ROUNDALAB: 
 
ROUNDALAB PHASE RATING SYSTEM 
 The purpose of the "ROUNDALAB Phase Rating System" is to provide a method for rat-

ing basic round dance actions, movements and figures according to the degree of complexity. This 
system can be readily used and understood by all those involved in round dancing to rate a dance at 
the appropriate phase. This concept works as follows: 

 
If all actions, movements and figures in a dance are from the same phase, the dance will 

be phased at that phase.  
A dance cannot have more than two actions, movements or figures [or any combination  

thereof] from the next higher phase and remain at the lower phase.   
 
[1] If there is one action, movement or figure in a dance from the next higher phase, the 

dance will be phased at the lower phase plus 1 [e.g., a Phase II dance with one fig-
ure from Phase III will be rated Phase II +1].  

[2] If there are two actions, movements or figures [or any combination thereof] in the 
dance from the next higher phase, the dance will be phased at the lower phase plus 2 
[e.g., a Phase II dance with two figures from Phase III will be rated Phase II +2]. 

 [3] Three or more actions, movements or figures [or any combination thereof] in the 
next higher phase requires the dance to be rated at the higher phase level.  

 
c. A dance cannot be rated any lower than one phase below the highest action, movement or 

figure used [e.g., a Phase III dance with one figure from Phase V will be rated as Phase 
IV +1].  

 
**Reference:   The International Association of Round Dance Teachers, Inc. 
 

Warwick & Paula Armstrong  - ARDA President & ARDA Education 
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Solo Dancers

It’s hard to believe it’s been over 18 months since hundreds of square 
dancers, in Australia and all over the world, have not danced face 
to face. Thankfully Ros and David Todd have kept many dancers 
connected with ensuring the magazine is produced every month 
and the Friday night Zoom social session is full of knowledge and 
entertainment.  Thank you, Ros and David for all the work you do to 
keep square dancing alive.

Square Dance words can become lost in the brain, when not used regularly, so here’s 
an easy Revision Quiz for Plus Dancers.  Just fill in the missing letters from the clues 
given.
 01. A Long Fish      P _ _ _
 02. First Three Letters of a SA City    Tr _ _ _
 03. A Sewing Aid      S _ _ _
 04. You Have, She  ???     C _ _ _ e
 05. From the Beginning to the  ???    B _ _ _
 06. A Sound Receiver     Lin _ _ _
 07. A Tennis Serve     _ _ _ y
 08. Found Sitting in a Saucer    Tea _ _ _
 09. Shortened Spelling of a Tree-lined Street  W _ _ _
 10. A Grain      B _ _ _
 11. A Face Feature     F _ _ _
 12. To  ???  Fro      Gr _ _ _
 13. A Wrong Doing     _ _ _ gle
 14. A Hen will  ???  an Egg    Re _ _ _
 15. A Type of Poem     Expl _ _ _
 16. Short Form for 1st Day of the Working Week  Dia _ _ _ d
 17. What Athletes do to Gain Gold   S _ _ _ g
 18. Another Name for a Label    3/4 _ _ _
 19. The Past Tense of Eat     Circul _ _ _
 20. Cannot Continue because it’s the  ???   Ext _ _ _
Answers found elsewhere in this magazine. Stay safe – please call or email me if you 
want a chat– Phone 0409457342 or email - ejboyd@bigpond.com

Eileen Boyd (Tamworth Cloverleaf Dancers)
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ROUND DANCE CORNER_OCTOBER 2021

Written by: Brett Gill
Dance Rhythm: TWO STEP ... More two step figures coming next month!!
Youtube Channel (ROUND DANCE):  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRQ2dqg7lesm2nVEuDowNFA

Online resource links to:
> Help improve your knowledge of Two Step figures during lockdown or
> Those wanting to learn some new steps around the lounge room!

Name of Figure Rhythm YouTube Video Clip
Box 2-Step https://youtu.be/PgOg1ziRXoE
Reverse Box 2-Step https://youtu.be/5qnV5vi-CDw
Broken Box 2-Step https://youtu.be/aMzPYXyskKo
Travelling Box 2-Step https://youtu.be/ZgKtKd7BZG8
Progressive Box 2-Step https://youtu.be/8ed1Me7-1N4
Circle Box 2-Step https://youtu.be/ju3WlofCjhw
Open Box 2-Step https://youtu.be/sMoL1xWOvQg
Open Reverse Box 2-Step https://youtu.be/OI0HFOnjCSA
Left Turning Box 2-Step https://youtu.be/AybxRBjQxic
Solo Left Turning Box 2-Step https://youtu.be/AAnb6NQlsOA
Scoot 4 2-Step https://youtu.be/D2hIUUPZxWs
Face 2 Face / Back 2 Back 2-Step https://youtu.be/-lCRmbYItE8
Strut 4 2-Step https://youtu.be/f4uNONIFGWw
Forward 2-Step 2-Step https://youtu.be/-LwSAjPaoSM
Back 2-Step 2-Step https://youtu.be/WA7u-0NOsQY
Cut Back Twice 2-Step https://youtu.be/_uapAz9WFFw
Side 2-Step 2-Step https://youtu.be/cLeFurgDYGg
Double Hitch 2-Step https://youtu.be/zoPnMI581mU
Forward Lock Twice 2-Step https://youtu.be/PLHwDV5JxeY
Basketball Turn 2-Step https://youtu.be/qLeRJaGm_2o

Dancer tips:

Two Step is light, fun & for the most part falls under the 'Square Dance / Easy Level'
category in terms of Round Dancing
There are 4 beats per measure in the two-step rhythm
Depending on the figure, some use all 4 counts (Example: Cut back twice), others 2 or 3 
counts (Example: Strut or Walk 2 & Forward 2-Step)

Additional Resources: If you would like more information about Round Dancing in general and/or
to find out about other resources that I have available, please send through an email to 
bg77790@gmail.com including: Your name, which state in Australia you are from, are you new to 
Round Dancing or an existing dancer
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Award to Ron Burrett

I've been everywhere man!  Originally recorded 
and made popular by singer Lucky Starr in 1962, 
this is a song now embedded in Australian 
folklore.  
Well, the man who we are about to honour can 
sing "I've danced everywhere man!"

From the first one held in Sydney in 1975 to the 
recent State Convention in Milton on the south 
coast of NSW this year, this man has danced 
at every one of our 36 NSW State Square 
Dance Conventions to date.  His love of square 
dancing is evident, as he has not only danced 

but participated in nearly all aspects of our NSW Conventions.  

Yes, Ron has been a caller for many years, and has therefore called at many of our 
State Conventions.  He was also convenor at Parklea (the first NSW State Convention 
that I ever attended).  Since then, he has been on various State Convention Committees 
with his lovely wife, Roslyn which have been held in near and far places including (in 
no particular order) Lake Haven, Banora Point, Wellington & Kiama - often being the 
engineering mastermind of how to place decorations in the various venues; and driving 
long distances to attend Convention Committee meetings.

At the 21st NSW State Square Convention at Penrith, Ron was delighted to cut the huge 
wooden cake especially custom-made for the occasion.

His participation has not ended there either.  If you, like us, have a collection of dance 
ribbons (from the State Conventions which you have attended), then we'll let you in to a 
little known fact - most of those ribbons have been cut and hand screen-printed by our 
one and only Ron Burrett!

Oh and for those that have quickly calculated that from 1975 to 2015, Ron should have 
attended 41 State Conventions.  Well, our Ron never skipped any Convention!  Yes, 
in the years when no NSW State Convention, Ron danced at the Australian National 
Conventions being hosted within NSW; and for three of these Nationals he was on the 
artistic team that created some absolutely marvellous decorations!

Ed & I are delighted to present this award to recognise Ron’s outstanding participation 
at NSW State Conventions.  Ron, on behalf of the Square & Round Dance Association 
of NSW, you are now its first Patron of the Convention. Congratulations Ron! 

From the Review October 2015 submitted by Lynn Yager
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Promoting Square Dancing

This article was written by Bernie Hauville from 2015. Does it still apply? You be the 
judge! These are my thoughts about promoting square dancing as one of the great 
social & physical activities. The “square dancing bug” caught me, well and truly, at the 
end of last year, while on  “Country Cruisin” October 2014 with Nev McLachlan.
Being self employed for the past 35 years two things are always foremost in my mind.”You 
can’t change a first impression and you must get inside the customers head”.

These principles apply to square dancing as well.
 1. Demonstrations – Square dance outfits do not need to be worn in a demo 
square. Casual everyday clothing is much better, especially when we are trying to attract 
younger dancers, who tend to ‘dress down’. When people are watching demos now, 
they are looking at the outfits rather than focusing on the dance moves.
 All bowling clubs needed to embrace the change to barefoot bowls in order to attract 
new younger bowlers. (No uniform required there!) All calling at demonstrations, needs 
be done by a higher level of caller, as determined by the society, otherwise CD’s should 
be used. This was proven recently, in a demo square, when we only had the 8 dancers, 
so one of Brian Hotchkies CD’s was played: Result was - we had an audience! When 
another dancer eventually arrived, our caller sang a Sinatra song: Result was - the decks 
were cleared! Later, when I questioned the caller on the choice of the song, the response 
was “I like that song!” If this had of been my introduction to square dancing, I would 
have shot through too! 
The Society could perhaps have rules as to which level of caller can call at demos.  
The need is there to produce a demonstration CD, with the most up to date songs, 
from various callers, so younger people can also relate to. The full attention will then 
be on the dancing.  Whenever rock & rollers do demonstrations they dance to CD’s.    
(dancers selection criteria – less grey hair the better) 
 
2. Beginners - Teaching beginners at the start of a new year was okay back in the 
day when people were knocking the doors down to learn.  People have a more robust 
lifestyle now and many more choices on which to spend their spare time. We have 
to push for beginners classes three times a year – the rock & rollers do this every two 
months. Some beginners, for various reasons, can’t continue or go away on holidays, 
mid learning. These vital new dancers must be kept in touch with and notified of the next 
intake. The ‘slow plodders’ can then have the option to restart again also, thus leaving 
the others to advance instead of being held back. At present, the once every twelve 
months is far too long between intakes and the interest is lost. All callers/ helpers need 
to note contact emails and phone numbers of new learners on their first night. This is 
also apparent for SMS reminders in order to keep in touch with dancers for following 
lessons. The more correspondence with new dancers the more inclusive they will feel.  

Continued next month
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Internet Sites

SQUARE DANCE AUSTRALIA    https://squaredanceaustralia.org/
ARDA     http://www.rounddancing.org.au/index.html
ACF     http://www.aussiecallers.org.au/
ACT SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY http://www.squaredancecanberra.org
SARDA NSW     https://www.sardansw.com/ 
     https://www.facebook.com/NSWSquareDancing

QLD SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY https://www.squaredancingsocietyofqueensland.org

SQUARE DANCE VICTORIA  https://www.vsda.asn.au
SA SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY  http://www.squaredancingsa.com/
TAWS     www.taws.info
NEW ZEALAND S & R     http://www.nzsquaredance.webs.com
CANADIAN S & R    http://www.squaredance.ca
BRITISH SQUARE & ROUND DANCING  www.uksquaredancing.com
EUROPEAN WEB SITES   http://eaasdc.de
TRAVELLING IN EUROPE  http://www.benzcenter.de/RouteSDC/locations.html

JAPAN SQUARE DANCE ASSOCIATION http://www.squaredance.or.jp/

CALLERLAB WEBSITE    http://www.callerlab.org
SQUARE DANCE CHOREOGRAPHY PROGRAM  http://www.callarama.com
A Great Website For Dancers To Use Between Classes 
 http://www.tamtwirlers.org/tamination/info/index.html

Chuckle Zone

Aesop's Fables:
Wolf in Sheep's Clothing.

A wolf dressed himself in a sheep's skin, so as to hide in 
among the sheep as they grazed. He completely fooled 
the shepherd and was penned with the sheep that evening.  
But alas for the wolf, the shepherd fancied mutton for his 
supper, selected the wolf, taking it for a sheep, and slit its 
throat on the spot. 
What a lovely story to tell your grandchildren, as you tuck 
them into bed.            Submitted by Arthur Rae
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Answers to the Plus Words Quiz
01 PEEL  06. LINEAR  11. FLIP   16. DIAMOND
02. TRADE 07. ACEY  12. GRAND  17. SWING
03. SPIN 08. TEACUP  13. SINGLE  18. 3/4 TAG
04. CHASE 09. WAVE  14. RELAY  19. CIRCULATE
05. BEND  10. BOAT  15. EXPLODE  20. EXTEND

Chuckle Zone

Submitted by Juliana
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KNEE DEEP SQUARES  Caller: Chris Froggatt     02 9542 3518 
Miranda North Public School 162b The Boulevarde, Miranda 
Weekly 7.30 – 10pm  Plus         Linda 0421 133 518
SOUTHSIDE ROUNDS  Cuer: Ed Coleman  0429900454
Beecroft Uniting Church Hall, Beecroft Rd. Beecroft
Weekly 7.30pm  Phase III and IV  
THE RED BARONS  Caller: Barry Wonson  02 4229 4059
Wollongong Senior Citizens Centre 192 Gipps Rd Gwynneville NSW 2500
Weekly 7.30pm  Mainstream/Plus
TOP CATS ROUNDS  Cuer: Brett Gill  Wendy 0415 222 150
Sutherland Uniting Church Hall (Cnr Flora/Merton Streets), Sutherland 2232 Week l y 
Weekly 6.15pm  Phase II & III  
TOP CATS ROUNDS  Cuer: Brett Gill  Wendy 0415 222 150
Sutherland Uniting Church Hall (Cnr Flora/Merton Streets), Sutherland 2232
Weekly 8pm  Phase III & IV - Workshop  

NSW CLUB DIARY TUESDAY

COFFS HARBOUR  Gwen Barnes   0414 897 329
Ingenia Gardens Retirement Village 94 Taloumbi Road Coffs Harbour NSW 2450
Weekly 3.30pm  Mainstream  CURRENTLY IN RECESS
HILLBILLIES   Callers: Steve & Vickie Dean 0411 751186
Beecroft Primary School Hall 90-98 Beecroft Road Beecroft NSW 2119
Weekly 8pm  Plus but caters for Mainstream
NEWPORT OCEAN WAVES Contact: Doug Lewis 02 9402 0842 
Ted Blackwood Community Centre Hall Cnr Jackson & Boondah Roads Warriewood
Weekly 8pm  Plus/Mainstream Caller: Brian Hotchkies 
PELICAN PROMENADERS Cuer: Anne Glazier  0409 938 345
Tuggerah Community Hall 9 Anzac Road Tuggerah NSW 2259
Weekly 7.00pm Beginner Rounds 
RIVERSIDE 8   Caller: Tony Bowring  0408 340 990
Senior Citizens Hall 43 Munster Street Port Macquarie NSW 2444
Weekly 7.00pm  Basic/Mainstream CURRENTLY IN RECESS

NSW CLUB DIARY MONDAY
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NSW CLUB DIARY WEDNESDAY

B-BAR-H  Caller: Brian Hotchkies 0407-290-010 02 4392 0336\
Cnr Warnervale & Virginia Roads, Warnervale 
Weekly 6:30 A1.   7:30 Mainstream & Plus
CLOVERLEAF DANCERS Contact: Max   0411 501646
Kootingal War Memorial Hall 8A Denman Avenue Kootingal NSW 2352
Weekly 7.30pm  Basic & Mainstream  CURRENTLY IN RECESS
GUYS & DOLLS  Caller: Arthur Rae Juliana 0409 313185 
Corrimal Uniting Church Hall Cnr Russell & Underwood Streets Corrimal NSW 2518
Weekly 7.30pm  Mainstream 
PANTHER SQUARES  Caller: Maree Huffadine  02 9610 2523
Surveyors Creek Community Ctre Ballybunnion Terrace Glenmore Park NSW 2745
Weekly 7.30pm   Basic & Mainstream
SUSSEX/SHOALHAVEN Caller: Jan Johnson  02 4402 9038

Wandandian Progress Hall Princes Hwy Wandandian NSW 2540

Weekly 7pm Rounds & Squares-Basic, Mainstream & Plus CURRENTLY IN RECESS
TARTAN PROMENADERS Contact: Geoff   0407 449 384
Cardiff Senior Citizens Hall, 54 Harrison Street Cardiff
Weekly 7pm  Mainstream & Plus
WANDERING STARS  Callers: David & Shirley Gibbs 02 9798 9374
East Hills Baptist Church  34 Forrest Rd East Hills
Weekly 8pm  Basic/Mainstream  

NSW CLUB DIARY TUESDAY

TOP CATS ROUNDS  Cuer: Brett Gill  Wendy 0415 222 150
Sutherland Uniting Church Hall (Cnr Flora/Merton Streets), Sutherland 2232 Weekly 
6.15pm  Phase II & III - Rotating rhythm class  
TOP CATS SQUARES  Caller: Brett Gill  Wendy 0415 222 150
Sutherland Uniting Church Hall (Cnr Flora/Merton Streets), Sutherland 2232 
Weekly 8pm  Plus  
WINGHAM S.D CLUB  Contact: Bruce Stevens  0428 652 965
Wingham Public School 157 Murray Road Wingham NSW 2429

Weekly 7.30pm Except school holidays Mainstream      CURRENTLY IN RECESS
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KNEE DEEP SQUARES  Caller: Chris Froggatt  0421 133 518
Jannali Community Hall Cnr Jannali Avenue & Mary Street Jannali NSW 2226
Weekly 7.30pm  Basic & Mainstream
MOUNTAIN DEVILS  Caller: David Todd  0411 888 515
Glenbrook Public School Woodville St, Glenbrook NSW 2773
Weekly 7.15pm  Mainstream & Plus
SUMMERLAND LARRIKINS Caller: Frances Hickson  0407 663017 
Alstonville Uniting Church Hall 60 Main Street Alstonville NSW 2477
Weekly 7.30pm   Mainstream & Plus
TOP CATS SQUARES  Caller: Brett Gill  Wendy 0415 222 150
Sutherland Uniting Church Hall (Cnr Flora/Merton Streets), Sutherland 2232 
Weekly 6.15pm  Basic/Mainstream  
TOP CATS ROUNDS  Cuer: Brett Gill  Wendy 0415 222 150
Sutherland Uniting Church Hall (Cnr Flora/Merton Streets), Sutherland 2232  
Weekly 8pm  Phase II - IV  

NSW CLUB DIARY FRIDAY

NSW CLUB DIARY THURSDAY
CARPENTER & CO  Caller: Gary Carpenter  0429 827 793

9 Anzac Road Tuggerah NSW 2259

Weekly 7pm  Basic & Mainstream

NORTHERN WAVES  Caller: Frances Hickson  0407 663 017

Lismore Heights Sports Recreation & Community Centre 181 High Street Lismore  2480

Weekly 4.30pm  Basic, Mainstream & Plus  CURRENTLY IN RECESS

TOP CATS SQUARES  Caller: Brett Gill  Wendy 0415 222 150

Sutherland Uniting Church Hall (Cnr Flora/Merton Streets), Sutherland 2232 

Weekly 8pm  Mainstream  

WESLEY SENIORS  Contact: Pattie Hayes  02 9267 1239

220 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000 CD’s Daytime

Weekly Mainstream 10am till Noon . Plus 1:30pm 3:30pm

NSW CLUB DIARY WEDNESDAY



CLASSIFIED A  Caller: Brian Hotchkies  Lynn Ed 0429900454
Berowra Uniting Church 4/6 Alan Rd, Berowra Heights NSW 2082
3rd Saturday 8pm  A1 & A2

TOP CATS SOCIAL Caller: Brett Gill   Wendy 0415 222 150
Sutherland Uniting Church Hall (Cnr Flora/Merton Streets), Sutherland 2232 
2nd Saturday 7:15pm  Mainstream/Plus/Rounds  
TUMBI COUNTRY Caller: Brian Hotchkies 0407-290-010  02 4392 0336
Kariong Community Hall Cnr. Woy Woy Rd and Dandaloo Street, Kariong NSW 2250
2nd Saturday 8pm Mainstream & Plus

NSW CLUB DIARY SATURDAY

NSW CLUB DIARY SUNDAY

OUTBACK GRAND SQUARES  Caller: Arthur Johnson  0427633841
Gulgong RSL 64 Herbert St, Gulgong NSW 2852
1st and 3rd Sundays 1.30pm ring to check. Basic and Mainstream
PELICAN PROMENADERS Cuer: Anne Glazier  0409 938 345

Tuggerah Community Hall 9 Anzac Road Tuggerah NSW 2259
4th Sunday 2.30 50/50 Squares & Rounds
TOP CATS SQUARES  Caller: Brett Gill  Wendy 0415 222 150
Clovelly Primary School (Enter via Inverness Street), Clovelly 2024  
Basic/Mainstream    CURRENTLY IN RECESS

NSW METROPOLITAN CLOGGING

THURSDAY  WEST PYMBLE  Hillbillies Cloggers   Vickie Dean  9979 5736  
FRIDAY  HURSTVILLE  Hillbillies Southsiders   Vickie Dean  979 5736 
SATURDAY Morning 
  GUILDFORD Strictly Cloggers  Jason Nicholson  Colleen 9727 3483

FOR INFORMATION RE 62ND ANSDC IN GOULBURN
Check out this link to the website: http://www.goulburn2022.com.au/
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SQUARE DANCING AUSTRALIA HOMEPAGE
URL: https://squaredanceaustralia.org

Info Line 1800 643 277 Free Call from Mobiles & Land lines

DISCLAIMER

The opinions expressed in Let’s Go Dancing are those 
of individual contributors and may not necessarily 
agree with the opinions of the editor or of SARDA 
NSW, nor are we responsible for any goods advertised 
for sale.

EMERGENCY CALL
FOR MEDICAL AID

 

 

 When a dancer goes down, a second  
 dancer attends him/her.

 Remaining couples join hands and take a  
 step backward. This will allow the injured  
 person and attendant air and room.

 Raise joined hands as high as possible in  
 the form of an arched circle.

 On seeing this signal, the caller or hall 
 monitor will immediately place an 
 Emergency Call for Medical Aid.

1
2
3
4

Advertising Rates

Advertising in the printed copy of Let’s Go Dancing charges are as listed below:

I issue 2 issues 3 issues 4 issues
Full page $55 $104 $144 $180
Half page $32 $60 $86 $109
1/3 page $21 $40 $57 $71
1/4 page $16 $30 $42 $50

Advertising in the electronic copy of the National Review only is $10 for a full page and 
$5 for a half page for square dance events and $20 a page for business advertisers. 

If you wish your advertisement to be included in both the electronic and printed Review  
a full page would be $65 and a half page would be $37 for square dance events.

REMINDER

The electronic copy of the Australian 

Square Dance Review is available FREE 

if you wish to be notified when 

it is available go to https://www.

squaredanceaustralia.org/publications/ 

Available February, May, August and 

November



Submitted by Juliana
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